The role of capsule endoscopy in small bowel pathology: a review of 122 cases.
Small bowel capsule endoscopy (CE) has been introduced in New Zealand (NZ) in all of the tertiary and some secondary centres over the last few years. We describe our experience with CE from a single centre in NZ. In this 2-year, retrospective, study of 122 consecutive patients, data was collected on multiple variables from the patient clinical, laboratory, and radiology records. Pillcam of Given Imaging Diagnostic System (Given Imaging Ltd, Yogneam, Israel) was used to image the small bowel. Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data. Good preparation was noted in 69% of the cases. The most common indication for referral was obscure GI bleeding (70%). The overall diagnostic yield for relevant findings was 52%, with angioectasia as the most common specific finding (37%). The diagnostic yield in those with overt bleeds improved with inpatient status (74%). Incomplete examinations were noted in 12% and were significantly more common in the male gender. Preliminary imaging (barium, CT/MR) was noted to have a lower diagnostic yield. Enteroscopies were considered in 25% of the patients post CE procedure. Apart from a lower diagnostic yield in patients with overt bleeds, our data is consistent with that reported in literature and support the role of CE as the minimally invasive gold standard investigation for small bowel imaging.